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Rar is a free and open-source archive
format originally developed by Nullsoft. It
is a container format similar to that used
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by zip and zip64, but with a number of
additional features. It can compress and

decompress just about any type of file. A
RAR file has a central directory, a group
of RAR files have a central group, and a

set of ZIP files have a zip file (the zip file
has a central directory and is also the root

of the central group). RAR files are
sometimes called rar files, rar archives, or
rar files. It is distributed under the GNU

General Public License v3. Rar stands for
Raster ARchive. It was not developed as a
replacement for the ZIP file format, and
the two formats have many differences.
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of RAR files have a central group, and a

set of ZIP files have a zip file (the zip file
has a central directory and is also the root

of the central group). RAR files are
sometimes called rar files, rar archives, or
rar files. It is distributed under the GNU
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General Public License v3. Rar stands for
Raster ARchive. It was not developed as a
replacement for the ZIP file format, and
the two formats have many differences.
For more details, see here. The evolution

of rar is a good indicator of the number of
competitors in the market. Version 4.0.1

in 1991 was the first version to find
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